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Abstract: With the development and integration of the global supply chain, manufacturing
industries are rapidly adjusting their modes of operation within and between enterprises.
Existing manufacturing processes are being improved to meet the requirements of lean and
agile manufacturing, and suppliers are given additional responsibilities to provide parts and
services dynamically. An enterprise must strategically re-engineer its operations model to face
the rapid changes of the global market place. This paper identifies prevailing challenges and
highlights a future vision of the global logistics management framework for the automotive
industry. An integrated business and logistics hub (IBLH) model integrating information flows
(via the business hub) and material flows (via the logistics hub) is presented. This research
uses the case of a Taiwan automobile parts and assembly manufacturer to analyse the pro-
cesses of the IBLH. The goals of the case are to shorten supply chain processes, reduce
inventory costs, and ensure information transparency during material flow and product
distribution. Finally, this research provides suggestions to depict the case company’s current
limitations and deficiencies, and presents a future plan for e-logistics services.

Keywords: global logistics management, automotive industry, e-logistics services

1 INTRODUCTION

Taiwan’s manufacturing companies have earned a
reputation for providing services as both original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) and original design
manufacturer (ODM). Clients served by these mod-
els, however, frequently request quick deliveries
and door-to-door shipping. In response, Taiwan’s
manufacturing companies are forming alliances
with international brand companies, joining global
logistics activities, and becoming an integrated link
in the demand chain. Owing to rising production
costs, shortened product life cycles, and globaliza-
tion of business operations, industries increasingly
adopt global logistics and production models to
remain competitive. Manufacturers hire experienced
logistics service providers to outsource logistics

operations and form virtual enterprise collaboration
networks to meet the needs of clients. These global
networks require members to share information and
integrate systems.

Taiwan’s logistics service providers, however, are
mostly small- and medium-sized enterprises with
limited capability to improve service quality and effi-
ciency owing to a poor information and commun-
ications technology infrastructure that decreases
real-time connections between channel members.
Research shows that the integration and synchron-
ization of material and information flows between
supply-chain sites are increasingly required by mod-
ern industrial organizations [1]. The automotive
industry was among the first to introduce supply-
chain changes in manufacturing systems to guaran-
tee optimal trade-off between customer satisfaction
and production costs [2]. However, implementing
these changes often exceeded expectations in terms
of costs and the ability to gain cooperation among
members [3].
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The present paper presents the strategies and
architecture of an integrated business and logistics
hub (IBLH) to facilitate and enhance global supply-
chain linkage. The logistics hub is a physical facility
that is constructed by the logistics service providers.
The hub manages multi-client warehousing, trans-
portation management, and customs compliance, and
controls the information flows for establishing, execut-
ing, and adjusting the logistics operations. The goal of
an integrated hub for the automotive industry is to
establish a higher quality and cooperative operations
environment that enhances the outsourced logistics
services. The functional goals of the IBLH include
meeting real-time material needs, merging informa-
tion flows, shortening the supply-chain process flows,
reducing total inventory costs, ensuring information
transparency during distribution, and increasing total
profit. This research surveys an automobile manufac-
turer in Taiwan, (called Y-Motor Company to remain
anonymous) and documents the current (‘as-is’) logis-
tics models. The material in-flows include materials,
parts, and components entering the warehouse and
the assembly plants. The material out-flows include
the components for dealers, maintenance shops, and
other inventory facilities located domestically and
overseas. The existing (as-is) models and the im-
proved (‘to-be’) models are analysed and compared
as the first step towards improving logistics efficiency,
enhancing international collaboration, and expanding
market opportunities for products and services.

The current paper is organized in eight sections.
In section 2, research in the areas of supply-chain
management, global logistics management, business-
to-business integration (B2Bi), B2B exchange hubs
(e-hubs), and supply-chain performance evaluation
are reviewed. Section 3 to 4 describe the current (as-
is) logistics operation of a global automotive supply
chain and investigates the physical and information
flows among the members. Sections 5 to 7 provide
the to-be integrated hub model and the proposed
processes for the Taiwan automotive supply chain.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 8.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review is divided into three parts
covering supply-chain management and perform-
ance evaluation, global logistics management, and
B2B exchange hubs. The supply chain refers to the
network that supplies raw materials to manufac-
turers, the manufacturers that make the intermediate
or finished goods, and the logistic centres that deliver
the goods to final customers. The network includes
material suppliers, production facilities, warehouses,
distribution services, and customers that are linked
together via a feedforward flow of materials and

feedback flow of information [4–6]. The purpose of
supply chain management is to optimize the process
flows among the elements of the supply network
[7, 8]. Businesses must work together to form an
integrated supply chain that increases the flow of
material, cash, resources, and information [9]. It is
difficult, however, to implement supply-chain man-
agement in practice, since the chains often resemble
complex network systems [10]. Different facilities in
the supply chain often have conflicting objectives
[11]. Further, there are numerous uncertainties in
the supply chain including the forecast of inventory
levels and back orders.

Distribution and logistics management consists of
a series of activities including warehouse manage-
ment, order management, goods picking and dis-
patching, transportation, and inventory control [12].
Since a vast amount of information is generated and
shared between logistic participants, the efficiency
and quality of logistic services are difficult to monitor
and control. The emergence of the extended manu-
facturing enterprises, a globally dispersed collection
of strategically aligned organizations, has focused
research on how organizations coordinate the flow
of information and materials across their supply
chains [13, 14]. With the growing trend towards the
use of international supply chains and e-commerce,
logistic service providers are placing greater empha-
sis on information technology to increase global
competitiveness [15, 16].

Worldwide manufacturing networks require new
models that include complete lifecycle material and
information flows. Logistics is often viewed as the
integrating element for global production, especially
for virtual factories. Further, improving the supply
chain requires that logistics organizations improve
the flow of internal and external information. The
increased information requirements necessitate the
integration of logistics information systems and
supply-chain information systems [17]. These sys-
tems are essential for coordinating the physical
flow of goods along the supply chain. Systems inte-
gration leads to greater inventory visibility that, in
turn, leads to reduced costs and improved customer
service by decreasing shipping and receiving cycle
times, increasing shipment and inventory accuracy,
and decreasing lead-time variability [18].

Researchers have proposed that information-
sharing strategies can help coordinate supply-chain
members and reduce the impact of supply-chain
dynamics [19, 20]. However, effective management
and integration of information between business
partners remains a significant challenge [21]. Electro-
nic commerce and associated business-to-business
transaction capabilities have changed the way in
which supply chains operate. Software developers
and enterprises are actively pursuing the next phase
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of business-to-business integration (B2Bi), namely
customized XML-based web applications that enable
enterprise integration [22, 23]. The B2B exchange
hub hosts the enterprise integration architecture
and provides the functions required to execute trans-
actions as well as manage the document exchanges
in the network. Berryman and Heck [24] point out
that the B2B exchange hub (e-hub) should provide
knowledge sharing for all supply-chain participants
in order to lower handling and processing times.
The e-hub should also automate data exchanges
and execute optimized business transactions with
minimum interaction. Ho et al. [25] extended this
definition of the e-hub by including customized
functionality for members while integrating differ-
ent enterprise applications (enterprise resource plan-
ning (ERP) systems) in the supply-chain network.

In recent years, supply-chain collaboration has
become increasingly prevalent and important. In
order to achieve competitive advantages, an organi-
zation must optimize its own processes and, in addi-
tion, work in collaboration with other organizations
to achieve large-scale optimization across the chain
[26]. Hence, the performance measures used to
determine the efficiency and effectiveness of supply-
chain collaboration are critical to successful imple-
mentation. There are many decision factors and
criteria relating to supply-chain performance and a
decision maker should consider multiple factors
before making decisions [27]. Many models, sophisti-
cated mathematical algorithms, and computer tools
have been developed to evaluate supply chain per-
formance at both the strategic and operations levels.
Lau et al. [28] proposed a framework using fuzzy
logic and neural networks to automate the selection
of suppliers and adjust the order quantity according
to the suppliers’ performance. Chan et al. [29]
derived a heuristic that combines the analytic hierar-
chy process (AHP) with genetic algorithms (GAs) for
order distribution in a demand-driven supply-chain
network. Simulation is also an effective method to
evaluate the supply-chain performance and alterna-
tive supply-chain models. Many academics and prac-
titioners have developed supply-chain simulation
tools to assist supply-chain design and management
[30]. Reiner and Trcka [31] provide an improvement
model that helps enhance the performance of a
product-specific supply chain in the food industry.
Using a simulation approach, the authors measure
and analyse the performance effects (work in progress
and lead time) of the supply-chain configuration
alternatives. Chan et al. [32] presented a method for
studying order-release mechanisms using simulation
techniques and possible performance curves (PPC).
The proposed new order-release mechanism (NORM)
was assessed and compared with previous research
approaches and shown to provide improved

supply-chain performance. Some authors have
applied agent technology to optimize supply chains
[33]. Chan and Chan [34] developed a coordination
mechanism for inventory management that uses
flexible quantities to reduce the impact of supply-
chain dynamics. The authors modelled the supply
chain as a distributed-constraint satisfaction problem
and demonstrated that the approach was effective in
reducing costs. Labarthe et al. [35] used an agent-
based approach to simulate a customer-centric supply
chain and illustrated the application with a case from
the golf club industry.

3 AS-IS MODEL ANALYSIS

This research surveys the Y-Motor Company and
derives the current (as-is) logistics operation model.
In addition, the difficulties with the current logistics
practice are analysed and modified to construct
improved (to-be) logistics processes. After Taiwan
entered the World Trade Organization (WTO), the
Taiwan automotive industry faced increased interna-
tional competition and an oversupply in the domestic
market. Taiwan’s automobile manufacturers are
much larger than the automotive component com-
panies, which are mostly small- and medium-sized
enterprises with fewer than 100 employees per com-
pany. Six leading prime automotive enterprises (i.e.
General Motors, Daimler-Chrysler, Ford, Toyota,
Volkswagen, and Renault-Nissan) presently hold 70
per cent of theworldmarket [36]. Taiwan’s automotive
companies often obtain key manufacturing technol-
ogy by forming joint ventures with leading automotive
enterprises or by paying licence fees. Global automo-
tive enterprises promote the view that the most effec-
tive way of developing the market is to outsource
production using low-cost OEM/ODM. By outsour-
cing, the prime enterprises are better enabled to mar-
ket products, develop key technologies, and provide
new products. Facing intense global competition and
capital requirements, Taiwan’s automotive companies
shifted hopes from becoming global prime enterprises
to becoming OEM/ODM assembling vehicles for the
leading prime automotive enterprises. Prime compa-
nies represented in Taiwan include General Motors,
Ford, Toyota, Daimler-Chrysler, and Renault-Nissan.

Y-Motor Company, the case focus of this paper,
holds as its core business model automotive manu-
facturing services and OEM/ODM activities. Y-Motor
Company operates several well-established parts
and component manufacturing centres in Taiwan,
China, and the Philippines. The material and infor-
mation flows between Taiwan and China are inde-
pendently managed. Automotive parts production
is divided into OEM for clients and aftermarket
parts production for Y-Motor Company’s licenced
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dealers. Taiwan’s OEM automotive parts supply the
local market, but some parts are exported to China
or other Southeast Asian countries for assembly ope-
rations. The Philippine facility of Y-Motor Company
is considered a downstream plant since all production
and maintenance parts are supplied from Taiwan.
All three Y-Motor Company locations (China, Taiwan,
and the Philippines) seek to expand economic coop-
eration through a brand-to-brand complement-
ation programme. As a member of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), this programme
allows for the mutual exchange of parts and compo-
nents across national boundaries.

The automotive supply chain of Y-Motor Company
consists of domestic or overseas suppliers, central
car assembly plants, regional dealers, independent
distributor sites, maintenance shops, and consumers
as shown in Fig. 1. At present, the production part
sources for Y-Motor Company are divided into inter-
national purchases and domestic purchases. The
imported parts, called knock down parts, account
for 30 per cent of the inventory and are supplied
from Japan. Most of the automobile components
(70 per cent) are supplied by 142 domestic suppliers
and include electronic components, engine com-
ponents, sheet metal and steel, auto frames, rubber
components, and interior and exterior plastic com-
ponents. The suppliers hold long-term contracts
and maintain strong business relationships with the
central assembly plants. Y-Motor Company contracts
15 local dealers to sell vehicles and aftermarket parts
to consumers in Taiwan. The logistic operations are
divided into the OEM parts for production supply
and aftermarket parts for maintenance and repair.

For OEM parts supply, Y-Motor Company adopts
three logistics operation models, which are just-
in-time (JIT) sequenced delivery, traditional order
shipment, and vendor-managed inventory (VMI).

3.1 Just-in-time sequenced delivery

Just-in-time is a common production part supply
model used to provide the right quantity of quality
parts to the assembly line at the right time and in the
exact sequence required. Y-Motor Company connects
with its suppliers via an internal supply-chain infor-
mation system and uses JIT to minimize inventory
required for assembly. The companies, operational
model works best for higher value parts provided by
suppliers capable of real-time delivery. JIT works best
for parts that are larger sized (frees more warehouse
space), have an economic delivery quantity (suppliers
deliver a production-run quantity per shipment), and
are supplied by close partners (satellite companies)
located near the assembly plant.

3.2 Traditional order shipment

Traditional order shipment is used by the suppliers
of small-quantity common parts. This delivery ap-
proach depends on the order cycle (per day, week,
or month) to determine the quantity, time, and
frequency of the delivery.

3.3 Vendor managed inventory

Suppliers set up a VMI warehouse at the assembly
plant site to provide a stable supply with a safety

Fig. 1 Y-Motor Company supply chain architecture
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stock. The ownership of VMI parts belongs to the
suppliers until the parts are checked out of inventory
and used for assembly. Under VMI, suppliers are res-
ponsible for inventory replenishment and logistics
management.

The above-mentioned logistics approaches are
implemented by the suppliers themselves. Some sup-
pliers also monitor the supply and demand levels,
and coordinate the pick-up and transfer of parts
by logistics service providers. When raw materials or
components are required from overseas suppliers,
suppliers outsource the work to overseas forwarders.
The logistics service providers dispatch vehicles to
the loading site, acquire customs approvals for ship-
ping, and transport goods to the final destination.

Y-Motor Company maintains an inventory of
aftermarket parts since demand is difficult to fore-
cast. After the manufacturer orders aftermarket parts
via the supply-chain system, the suppliers deliver
the parts to the Y-Motor Company’s aftermarket
parts warehouse. If the supplier is also an OEM parts
provider, the aftermarket parts can be combined with
the delivery of OEM parts. Part orders are received
by Y-Motor Company using the aftermarket parts
order purchase system. Y-Motor Company provides
daily delivery of aftermarket parts to the 15 local
automobile dealers’ component centres. The dealers’
component centres use twice-daily delivery of the
aftermarket parts to their independent distributor
sites. When exporting aftermarket parts to overseas
dealers or assembly plants’ components centres,
manufacturers hire freight forwarders for global
logistics. The as-is logistics operation model of OEM
and aftermarket parts is shown as Fig. 2.

4 CURRENT LOGISTIC PROBLEMS

The problems of the as-is model relate to the man-
ufacturer and the logistics service providers. The
OEM manufacturers’ post-delivery parts inspection
and storage operations are carried out by the ware-
house operator, which causes higher costs and lower
efficiency. On the other hand, aftermarket parts
require higher inventory levels with a large variety
for new and old car models. Lacking information
about inventory and shipping, the manufacturers
and regional dealers incur high inventory and logistic
costs. Further, if suppliers do not provide timely
notification for changes in the production schedule,
the delay in material handling and transportation
leads to high logistics charges (express services) and
poor customer service (delay of order fulfilment).

Since Y-Motor Company’s aftermarket parts are
exported to many countries for their maintenance
and repair operations, the global logistics are com-
plex and critical to profits. When aftermarket parts
are exported and delivered by sea or air cargo, the
shipment requires coordination between various
logistic activities and participants such as the for-
warders, brokers, carriers, the container yard, and the
terminal warehouse. Since large amounts of informa-
tion are generated by the logistic activities, Y-Motor
Company has difficulty monitoring and controlling
goods location and delivery. Without centralized and
consolidated information, logistics is often inconsis-
tent and disorganized. The communication between
logistics service providers relies on mail, phone, and
fax. The IT applications are inadequate, many docu-
ments are photocopied, and data are frequently

Fig. 2 As-is logistics operation model
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entered into multiple systems. Loose and inefficient
data exchanges lead to unexpected shipments and
bottlenecks in responding to customer inquiries.
Therefore, real-time interaction and coordination
among logistics service providers, suppliers, manufac-
turers, and local dealers are required. Re-engineering
of the supply chain and logistics will target integra-
ted transportation, warehousing, loading, information
processing, and customs clearance services.

5 THE PROPOSED INTEGRATED HUB MODEL

Since global logistics problems tend to be complex
and cross functional, the proposed IBLH model is
designed to help automobile companies analyse and
improve logistics operations. In this section, the
architecture of the IBLH is presented, and the to-be
logistics operation models for the automobile parts
and assembly industry are developed. Further, the
information system function processes of the IBLH,
the application of the B2B e-hub, and the benefits
of adopting IBLH are described.

The automobile parts and assembly manufacturers
and the logistics service providers form strategic
alliances with the IBLH. The IBLH uses the business
hub for information flows and the logistics hub for
material flows as shown in Fig. 3. The IBLH imple-
ments a vertically integrated system that enhances
information transparency and delivers e-commerce
based logistic services. The scope of the logistic

services is expanded to offer a wider range of e-logis-
tics information and strategic services. E-logistics
applies internet technology and applications (XML,
B2B exchange hub, radio frequency identification
(RFID) to accelerate the transmittal and exchange of
information. By promoting collaborative processes
with trading partners (carriers, forwarders, truckers,
and customs clearance services) it is possible to
reduce cycle times, lower transportation expense,
and provide event notification. In order to implement
the IBLH, this research proposed three development
steps as follows.

5.1 Business hub construction

The business hub, constructed by an application
service provider, is an integrated e-logistics colla-
borative platform. The business hub contains a B2B
e-hub module that focuses on data tracking,
exchange, query, and data sharing among upstream
and downstream partners. The objective of this step
is to implement the system platform and build robust
information connections between channel members.

The business hub manages the procurement, sto-
rage, transportation, customs clearance services, order
processing, and other activities at the request of man-
ufactures, suppliers, local dealers, and maintenance
shops. The hub also manages the information-sharing
functions of the logistics hub; that is, information
about raw material and component orders, inventory
levels, and forecasted demand are coordinated with
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the production plan. In addition, the business hub
provides reports to related organizations (e.g. customs
offices) and requests approvals. The business hub also
provides fulfilment management and transportation
planning for raw materials, components, and end-
products. Finally, the supply-chain members receive
messages about warehouse shipments, inventory sta-
tus, transportation schedules, allocation of vehicles,
and the transportation status.

5.2 Logistics hub construction

The logistics hub focuses on management, integ-
ration, and synchronization of physical goods flow,
and includes transportation, warehousing, and cus-
toms clearance between manufacturing sites. The
hub also supports shipment consolidation from
multiple suppliers and stable material supply. The
objective of this step is to utilize logistic service
outsourcing and automate the logistics operations
with integrated information flows. The transportation
operations include the various modes of transporta-
tion for supplying production materials, components,
end products, and maintenance parts. When orders
are received from manufactures, suppliers, and main-
tenance shops, they are divided into overseas and
domestic shipments. Overseas shipments cover trans-
portation between Taiwan, China, Japan, and the
Philippines, whereas domestic shipments cover the
local automobile dealers in Taiwan. The warehousing
operations coordinate storage for related companies.
The warehouses store raw materials, components,
and end products; operational tasks include receiving
and inspecting goods, managing inventory, and clas-
sifying and packaging parts. Finally, the customs
operation coordinates goods clearance and inspec-
tion for shipments between China, the Philippines,
and other countries.

5.3 Improving the versatility of IBLH

Different members have different business processes
that require a stable and secure system. The construc-
tion and architectural details are provided in Table 1.

6 TO-BE LOGISTICS OPERATION MODELS
FOR THE Y-MOTOR COMPANY

Since 73 per cent of the suppliers, 43 per cent of
the dealers, and 50 per cent of the transactions are
concentrated in the North of Taiwan, Y-Motor Com-
pany built the logistics hub in the Northern district
and implemented a new inventory and logistics
policy. The Central district and Southern district will
retain the previous logistics operation models until
the next round of strategic changes are implemented.
The upstream suppliers in the North, which previ-
ously used traditional order and shipment processes,
have adopted a milk-run logistics approach. The
milk-run logistics approach facilitates the receipt of
parts from a geographically distributed area.

The aftermarket parts’ shipments from down-
stream regional dealers and independent distributor
sites in the North use cross docking. When after-
market parts’ suppliers deliver parts to the logistics
hub, parts are re-packed and transferred to the local
dealers within 10h. In order to accelerate the delivery
of aftermarket parts, twice-daily deliveries are made
to the component centres of dealers in the North.
Y-Motor Company plans to reduce warehouse man-
power costs by outsourcing inspections and storage
operations. The to-be logistics operation model for
OEM and aftermarket parts is shown in Fig. 4.

7 SYSTEM MODULES AND PROCESSES

The information system architecture for the IBLH
mergesmultiple systems (i.e. the supply-chain system,
the aftermarket parts order–purchase system, and the
warehouse management system) to centralize control
of all logistics affairs. The IBLH is designed to meet
the operational goals of participants and to enhance
their business competitiveness.

1. Product suppliers (manufacturer, overseas sup-
pliers, and domestic suppliers) – receive orders
from global customers and efficiently ship the
orders by cooperating with logistics service
providers.

Table 1 IBLH construction steps and directions

Development steps Fundamental action Further development

Step 1. Business hub construction Design and construction of fundamental
system functions.

Customize design and implementation.

Achieve hardware and software stability
and provide information security.

Insure completeness and compatibility of
system functions.

Step 2. Logistics hub construction Select proper sites. Build library of import and export regulations.
Design storage facility and functions. Develop industry strategic alliances.

Step 3. Improving the IBLH’s versatility Establish IBLH regulations. Provide sufficient marketing information and
achieve economies of scale.

Provide information access, real time
operations and accurate forecasting.
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2. Customers (global end-users, enterprise, dealers,
and maintenance shops) – forecast requests for
products or services from manufacturers and
logistics service providers to improve scheduling
and delivery.

3. Logistics service providers (forwarder, broker,
trucker, warehouse and storage, carrier, cargo
terminal, third-party logistics companies, and cus-
toms clearance services) – provide logistic services
with comprehensive information support.

The information system platform consists of the
fundamental module, the inventory and safety stock
management module, the order tracking and query
module, and the goods tracking and query module.
The main functions of these modules are provided
in Table 2. This research assumes that the Y-Motor
Company owns the IBLH information system (the
business hub platform) and delivers information to
trading partners via the fundamental module as
shown in Fig. 5. The system uses XML as the standard
for internal and external data transformation and
exchange with a homogeneous data format.

As shown in Fig. 6, the business hub requests all
suppliers to input product data, safety stock levels,
and company information before beginning business
transactions. If suppliers already have XML product
content, they can upload the files directly to the
hub. The inventory and safety stock management
module controls the physical goods status in the
logistics hub. The shipping status in the logistics
hub is generated from the order tracking and query
module data. The manufacturer’s ERP system estab-
lishes a production plan according to the market
demand and transmits purchase orders to the sup-
pliers via the business hub. After order confirmation,
the suppliers request that the logistics service pro-
viders deliver the goods to the logistics hub. When

materials are needed, the manufacturer sends ship-
ping instructions to the supplier and the logistics
hub. The supplier examines material supply and
demand and prepares for delivery. The logistics hub
arranges transportation, allocates goods to the des-
ignated locations, and transports the goods to the
destination. If the goods are out of stock, the logistics
hub replenishes the goods from the suppliers. The
detailed process and modules of order fulfilment are
shown in Fig. 7.

All the upstream and downstream participants
use the real-time goods tracking and query module
that also monitors the shipping status, as shown in
Figs 8 and 9. Upon receipt of an import arrival notice
from overseas suppliers, the business hub transmits
messages to forwarders and brokers to book space
and begin customs clearance processes. When the
logistics hub receives the goods from the port ware-
house, it coordinates shipment to Y-Motor Company.
Y-Motor Company uses electronic product codes
based on RFID to enhance the quality of logistics
management throughout the supply chain. The goal
of using these codes is to tag every item in the supply
chain with a unique RFID number. By combining the
electronic seals of RFID technologies with the fea-
tures of the IBLH, the logistics processes yield more
precise tracking information. Tracking information
such as whether the goods are at the docks or in the
control of the overseas forwarder are provided in
real time. The time needed for tracking a specific
shipment can be reduced from a half day (using
phone calls) to 15min (using the internet). All bills

Fig. 4 To-be logistics operation model

Table 2 Business hub functionality

Main function module Sub function module

Fundamental module B2B exchange hub (e-hub): data
tracking, exchange, query, and
information sharing among partners

Company management: provide the
supply-chain members information
and authority control

Production management: provide
production data importing,
mapping, and maintenance

Automatic alarm and notification:
provide detailed status reports with
time alerts

Inventory and safety
stock management
module

Goods-receipt notice, storage-capacity
information, RFID shipping,
inventory query, demand
forecasting, replenishment notice
and shipping notice.

Order tracking and
query module

Order upload, query, confirmation,
receipt, order termination, invoice,
and packing list management.

Goods tracking and
query module

Logistics document delivery, import
and export shipment management,
goods tracking with RFID electronic
product codes, delivery fee
accounting.
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of lading and information associated with the con-
tainer can be retrieved online. Within a factory or
warehouse, the system can generate a real-time
report at several levels of detail.

The main purpose of building the IBLH is to satisfy
the demand of the manufacturer’s production model,
maintain stable inventories, and provide real-time
supply. Given better communications between man-
ufacturers, domestic and overseas suppliers, for-
warders, and local distributors, Y-Motor Company
can maintain and improve service relationships. In
addition, the logistics cost of the individual suppliers
and dealers decreases when the hub takes responsi-
bility for delivery of goods. The benefits of adopting
IBLH are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

There were two challenges encountered when imp-
lementing the IBLH project. First was the suppliers’

resistance to accept a new logistics policy and second
was the selection of experienced logistics service
providers. After constructing the logistics hub, the
outsourced logistics service providers applied a milk-
run approach to consolidate goods shipments from
multiple suppliers. The delivery fees are shared by
Y-Motor Company and the suppliers. Given new
cost, some suppliers disputed the new logistics policy
during the initial promotion of the IBLH. Fortunately,
through explanation and negotiation of fair account-
ing of delivery fees, almost all suppliers agreed with
the policy.

Another difficulty encountered was the limited
number of professional logistics service providers.
Automobile parts place many demands on the logis-
tics providers since the parts can be very irregular in
shape and weight and require specialized container,

Fig. 5 E-hub architecture proposed by application service provider

Fig. 6 Inventory and safety stock management processes
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pallet, and rubber cushion. Some service providers
were not willing to cooperate to change their delivery
practices.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In order to provide complex supply-chain and
logistics service providers with efficient logistics
operations environment and high-quality customer
service, the current paper proposes an IBLH architec-
ture for creating improved e-logistics automotive
supply-chain services. The IBLH is a centralized and
cross-functional platform for Y-Motor Company
that replaces multiple and dispersed information sys-
tems. The integrated platform, which uses XML
technology for messaging and data exchange, con-
trols the transportation, storage, customs clearance,
and other administrative affairs associated with

supplying manufacturing processes and end-
customer demands. It allows manufacturers, sup-
pliers, clients, and the other supply-chain members
to access information about orders, shipments, and
inventory moving through their facilities.

At the current stage of development, the IBLH is far
from perfect. The system requires further upgrades
for full implementation. For instance, when Y-Motor
Company broadens its production scope in the future,
it will need to ensure the functionality of the system,
evaluate the suitability of the system modules, and
weigh the feasibility of applying new information
technology. The logistics operations among the up-
stream and downstream logistics network are out-
sourced to logistics service providers to improve
operating efficiency, lower logistics cost, and shorten
delivery lead time. The collaboration between Y-Motor
Company and Taiwan’s local logistics service
providers has strengthened competitiveness and has

Fig. 7 The IBLH enables real-time order tracking and status query
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Fig. 9 The IBLH export processes

Fig. 8 The IBLH import processes
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created new international business opportunities.
Future research will analyse and evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed IBLH model using analytical
techniques, e.g. simulation and supply chain opera-
tion reference (SCOP) models.
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